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Sent via e-mail to:   
Mailing Date:  February 5, 2019 

Mr. William I. Weisberg 
Vice President 
Green Ridge Personal Care LLC 
26691 Richmond Road 
Bedford Heights, Ohio 44146    
     RE: The Gardens of Green Ridge 
      2751 Boulevard Avenue 
      Scranton, Pennsylvania 18509 
      License #225160 
Dear Mr. Weisberg: 
 
 As a result of the Department’s Bureau of Human Services Licensing inspection 
on August 24, 2018 of the above facility, the citations with 55 pa. Code Ch. 2800 
(relating to Assisted Living Residence) specified on the enclosed violation report were 
found.   
 
 All citations specified on the enclosed violation report must be corrected by the 
dates specified on the violation report and continued compliance with Choose an item. 
must be maintained. 
 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
 

Anne Graziano 
Human Services Licensing Supervisor 
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Administrator will also ensure that all employees are familiar with all reportable events and 
how to communicate such information so the home may report these events timely. 1-25-19
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The issue of meds being administered at all vs. the med administration time being recorded at the time they
 were actually given to the resident is the distinction here.  The home will review the difference between
187a and 187b and document the training with signature sheets.  Upon completin of the training, the home
will fax the training documentatin to the Regional Office.  1-25-19

1-25-19 1-25-19



* The family does not request med adm times, the dr orders them (see 187d). 1-25-19

The home will review med orders and ensure that ordered times appear on the MAR as ordered by the dr.  In
cases where there is no specific time, the home will seek assistance from the prescriber on timeframes to
administer the Rx in writing and update the MAR.  1-25-19 
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